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Neighbourhood Planning Report to Parish Council 

Catherine Ennew and Jason Scott have joined the Neighbourhood Planning Groups, as 

reported to the last Council meeting. With regret we have accepted the resignation of 

Simon Dilke-Wing. 

We have told Halberton Council that we intend to apply to MDDC to extend the area 

of our plan to the part of their parish that lies west of the motorway. They have said 

their intention is to allow the inclusion of the Halberton section, but subject to 

agreeing how the councils are to work jointly first. It remains to be seen what this 

means. 

We will open informal conversations with MDDC towards approval of this area.  

We are launching a series of Facebook questions about the preliminary topics we 

think are emerging as points of concern in the village. These lead back to the Parish 

Council website where more information can be found, and will invite email 

responses, although we will also attempt to monitor comments given that the posts 

will be shared beyond the Council’s Facebook group. The topics are provisional, but 

currently are 

i. Pathways and cycleways  
ii. Infrastructure improvement and more of a community hub 

iii. Housing 
iv. Employment 
v. Care of the environment 

vi. Traffic 
 
In-person consultation continues to be difficult. We think we will contact businesses 
and community groups again, and consider area meetings, but not until early in 2021 
- assuming we then feel circumstances allow. 
 
In terms of the wider context the possible changes to the planning system could 
weaken the impact of Neighbourhood Plans, but advice nationally is that there is 
every reason to carry on. 
 
There is also an emerging discussion about abolishing District Councils in favour of 
larger Unitary Authorities. Even if this occurs it will take some time to plan and then 
implement - and work at our local level will be even more important. 
 
 
Stephen Little  
Convener of Neighbourhood Plan Group 
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